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WELCOME
Congratulations on your purchase, and thank you for being
a Stokeyard customer! Please read through this entire
manual to ensure proper care and use of your Mobile Sauna.

IMPORTANT GUIDELINES

Never leave the tent unattended. Burn only clean firewood and ensure the
chimney is properly connected and sealed. Use only proper sauna rocks in
your rockhopper. Do not use plastic furniture or bring otherwise flammable
items into the sauna tent or near your stove. Do NOT touch stove at any
point while there is an active fire / at least an hour after it has gone out.

Be sure to follow proper seasoning instructions before first use. Your stove is
made of lightweight and strong stainless steel. It will get extremely hot and
should never be touched with an active fire. The door handle itself may
become very hot to the touch, so use the poker or fireproof gloves when
refilling firewood. Be moderate with water usage, wetting only the rocks as
too much direct contact with the stove could cause warping over time.

The first time you use your stove,  assemble and fire it up OUTSIDE of the
tent. The first heat will burn off any chemicals from the new metal and help
warp the metal into a tighter final fit. Make sure it gets hot, then let the
stove cool down completely before setting up inside the tent. The stove
may glow and make a few sounds. This is normal. 

Ensure your Tent is setup on flat ground, at least 6 feet away from buildings
or other flammable objects. If there are high winds, use sandbags or the
included tent stakes to secure to the ground. Never light the stove if you are
unsure about the stability of either tent or stove. Do not light the stove if the
chimney is not properly installed. 
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Fire Safety

Stove Care

Stove Seasoning (First Time Use Instructions)

Placement & Setup Considerations
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Lay Flat &
Unfold
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Carefully open the boxes
and remove duffel bag
containing tent.

Take the tent out, set it on
flat prepared surface,
then unfold until it is laid
flat.

Always keep an eye on the stove with an active fire. Stoke the fire
with metal stoker from time to time. Do not touch the stove or
sauna rocks at any time once fire is lit. Ensure fire is out before
leaving the sauna unattended. Clean ash tray after each use.

Unpack & 
Prepare

Pop-Out &
Secure Tent

Place Stove
& Rock Cage

Place Firewood
and Light

Complete
Chimney

TENT SETUP

Install remaining chimney
pieces, place and guide
through stainless steel
roof panel / O-ring.

Pop up the tent by pulling  
the side-wall pull straps.
Then, pop up ceiling from
inside. Secure with stakes.

Place kindling and small
firewood to start your fire.
Add pieces, keeping the
door closed and draft open
until fire is rolling. Enjoy!

Unfold legs and place stove
beneath chimney hole.
Assemble rock cage, place
atop stove & fill with proper
sauna stones. 

***Ensure you have followed proper stove seasoning instructions before
using the stove inside your sauna tent.



Ensure that you use appropriate sauna rocks. You will need around
25lbs of rocks to fill the rock cage. 

While we are working to source our own accessories as the business develops,
here are some accessible ways to finish outfitting your sauna tent kit. 

Sauna Rocks

Choose any mobile & easy to assemble wooden benches. Do not
place any seating within 2ft of the Stove.

Proper Seating

As a reminder, it is best to limit the amount of direct water on the
stove. You may choose to search for a, "Soapstone" sauna fountain /
essential oil diffuser which can safely steam water upon the rock bed. 

Water / Steam Options

Superior Sauna
Saunamaestro

Amazon 
Sauna Bench

Superior Sauna
Finnish Sauna Rocks
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ACCESSORY RECOMMENDATIONS

https://superiorsaunas.com/products/saunamaestro?variant=725503115291
https://amzn.to/3SruLO4
https://amzn.to/3SruLO4
https://amzn.to/3SruLO4
https://superiorsaunas.com/collections/sauna-heater-rocks/products/finnish-sauna-heater-rocks-25lbs-11-5kg?variant=34000782735
https://superiorsaunas.com/collections/sauna-heater-rocks/products/finnish-sauna-heater-rocks-25lbs-11-5kg?variant=34000782735


OTHER FAQS
You could use the stove without rocks, but it will not get nearly as hot inside the
tent. Saunas use rocks as thermal mass to amplify the warming effects of the fire.
Be careful, the rocks get hot.

We recommend collapsing the tent and storing after each use. However, if you
do leave it up for a weekend or longer, keep the vent panels open to ensure
proper airflow and moisture minimization. The roof will handle rain and snow,
but heavy snowfall should be cleaned off to avoid overloading the roof.

You have 30 days upon receipt of your product to request a refund or exchange.
We will not accept opened units with otherwise visible evidence of use.

You can set up without flooring anywhere you might set up a grill, but be sure
nothing flammable, including dry grass is underneath. Pavement, on your deck,
or the grass is all fine. Just keep in mind, whatever's below the stove could melt
or set fire. If you want a nice wood build, try untreated 6x8' fence panels. 

Tent: Wash with gentle soap and warm water.
Stove: Wipe down with a wet cloth.

Only clean these products when not in use, never while a fire is burning or stove
is still hot. 

Can I use the stove without sauna rocks?

Can I leave the sauna tent up for extended periods? 

Return Policy

What should I use for flooring?

How do I clean my tent & stove? 
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Thankyou!

We hope you enjoy your Sauna
experience! Please share on

social media with the hashtag
#thermaculture and don't
hesitate to reach out with

questions.

www.stokeyard.com
support@stokeyard.com


